
MEDIA SHEET 2021

The SILICON TRUST

OCTOBER 2021 

VAULT #31 – Promoted through 
Silicon Trust AFRICAN Seminar 
40 Pages - 1,200print circulation 
FOCUS: ID card & MULTI 
APPLICATION/MULTI PURPOSE

DECEMBER 2021 

VAULT #32— TRUSTECH, PARIS 
40 pages - 2,500 print circulation 
FOCUS: BLOCKCHAIN, PAYMENT, 
CONTACTLESS,  BIOMETRICS 

A VAULT FOR EVERY EVENT! 
One of the things that the Silicon Trust does well is focusing upon those events that matter to the 
industry and to our partners. That’s why we only disseminate VAULT magazine at specific events 
throughout the calendar year. By doing dissemination in conjunction with the event organisers 
we  can ensure the VAULT gets into the hands of the conference attendees. 

EDITORIAL CALENDAR 2021

JUNE 2021 

VAULT #30 — IDENTITY WEEK, 
LONDON 
40 pages - 2,500 print circulation 
FOCUS: GOVT. ID & SECURITY, & 
DOCUMENT SECURITY 

JUNE 2021



SILICON TRUST RATE CARD 2020 (VAULT)

BRONZE LEVEL* 800 800 800 800 800 800 800 800 800

PAGES** 1 800
2 750
3 700
4 650
5 600
6 550
7 500
8 450
9 400

TOTAL (EURO) 1600 2300 2900 3400 3800 4100 4300 4400
SILVER LEVEL 3800
GOLD LEVEL*** 5800

* BRONZE LEVEL is the annual partner payment for Silicon Trust membership
** PAGES: Advert or Articles. SILVER LEVEL includes 2 pages article and 1 page advert in three publications
***GOLD LEVEL also includes shooting of management or product demonstartion videos

Price in Euro per page

If you intend to purchased a BRONZE 

level membership and wish to secure 

only those pages in the VAULT that 

you require, then please use our rate 

card to calculate your final package. 

Alternatively, those who have already 

purchased a membership at BRONZE 

level only need to purchase those 

pages required. 

VAULT RATE CARD 2021

VAULT #32 
DEADLINE: OCT 11th

VAULT #30 
DEADLINE: APRIL 30th

VAULT #31 
DEADLINE: AUG 30th

VAULT CONTENT DEADLINES

For further details please contact Yvonne Runge - yvonne.runge@silicontrust.org

If you are unsure of your final package calculation or wish to create a bespoke package for your company, please 

contact Yvonne Runge (yvonne.runge@silicontrust.org) for further details.



The SILICON TRUST ONLINE 
The year 2020 was unlike anything that anyone had seen before due to the COVID-19 
pandemic. The plans of engagement for the Silicon Trust had to be re-worked to 
incorporate these changes and to maximise the new way of working. 

We have transitioned towards a more online-centric base of operations due to the 
current inability to travel. Currently, almost 75% of our focus is aimed at attracting 
visitors and engaging with them online using our website as a starting point. 

By doing so, we saw a 65% increase in views and 88% increase in visitors year-on-year, 
attracting a greater audience for our partner’s messages for their products and solutions.  

2021 shows no evidence of slowing down. 



ONLINE INTERVIEW SERIES
2020 also forced us to think about how we could continue to present video interviews and films 
from our desks, rather than out in the field. We developed an ongoing series of video interviews 
with partners and Infineon representatives.  

Called the Silicon Trust Media Studios, we now have created a number of videos with more in 
preparation. While we hope to do more ‘in-field’ video interviews, we feel that these could 
become the mainstay of our offering to partners and for those partners out there, please take us 
up on this offering. 

At the end of last year, we also started to offer the films with what we call ‘accredited subtitles’. 
That is, specific language subtitles that have been edited to a language of choice, (rather than 
auto generated subtitles), allowing us to increase our audience reach. We’ve done this with French 
(to allow us greater penetration into French-speaking Africa nations), Latin American Spanish for 
Central and South America and Brazilian Portuguese for Brazil. 

We are happy to consider any specific subtitling to any of the video interviews that our partners 
would like to participate in. 



ONLINE SEMINARS
The program has always been about face-to-face engagement but with that not happening, we had 
to move engagement online. It worked better than we expected. We have had better attendance 
from visitors and partners at the online seminars than at previous face-to-face engagements at 
other events. This may become our de-facto way of engaging and educating our partners and 
customers. 

The seminars allow us to not only engage better with our audience but also allow us to disseminate 
presentation material, follow-up emails and even capture the seminar on video for later viewing. 
We have just completed our Global SECORA™ Seminar Roadshow that included EMEA, APAC and 
LATIN AMERICA. 

This was a huge step forward for the program as we held the events in local time and included real 
time Spanish interpretations for the Latin American segment. Our engagement went better than we 
could have expected and feedback showed that this a tool that could really help us engage with our 
customers on a very cos and resource effective basis. 

By holding these seminars independently from established shows, we control not only the message 
and the platform but also generate higher interaction with our audience, a higher country 
dissemination rate, better share-of-mind and a better chance for repeat audience attendance. 

UPDATE: We are currently developing an AFRICAN SEMINAR focused on ID card and Multi 
Application for SEPTEMBER 2021. We are specifically targeting regions in Africa and are open to 
speakers from our partners presenting during the seminar. More details will be available this 
Summer. 

If you are interested in taking part or simply want to know more, please contact Yvonne Runge 

(yvonne.runge@silicontrust.org)


